Although the tonotopic organisation of the human primary auditory cortex (PAC) has already been studied, the question how its responses are affected in sensorineural hearing loss remains open. Twenty six patients (aged 38.1 ± 9.1 years; 12 men) with symmetrical sloping sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) and 32 age-and gender-matched controls (NH) participated in an fMRI study using a sparse protocol. The stimuli were binaural 8s complex tones with central frequencies of 400 Hz CF , 800 Hz CF , 1600 Hz CF , 3200 Hz CF , or 6400 Hz CF , presented at 80 dB(C). In NH responses to all frequency ranges were found in bilateral auditory cortices. The outcomes of a winnermap approach, showing a relative arrangement of active frequency-specific areas, was in line with the existing literature and revealed a V-shape high-frequency gradient surrounding areas that responded to low frequencies in the auditory cortex. In SNHL frequencyspecific auditory cortex responses were observed only for sounds from 400 Hz CF to 1600 Hz CF , due to the severe or profound hearing loss in higher frequency ranges. Using a stringent statistical threshold (p < 0.05; FWE) significant differences between NH and SNHL were only revealed for mid and highfrequency sounds. At a more lenient statistical threshold (p < 0.001, FDRc), however, the size of activation induced by 400 Hz CF in PAC was found statistically larger in patients with a prelingual, as compared to a postlingual onset of hearing loss. In addition, this low-frequency range was more extensively represented in the auditory cortex when outcomes obtained in all patients were contrasted with those revealed in normal hearing individuals (although statistically significant only for the secondary auditory cortex). The outcomes of the study suggest preserved patterns of large-scale tonotopic organisation in SNHL which can be further refined following auditory experience, especially when the hearing loss occurs prelingually. SNHL can induce both enlargement and reduction of the extent of responses in the topically organized auditory cortex.
Introduction
Functional magnetic resonance blood oxygen level dependent signal, BOLD-fMRI, derives from fluctuating levels of oxygen in blood related to neuronal metabolism (Ogawa et al., 1992) . Due to the relatively high spatial resolution and non-invasiveness of fMRI, it has become the method of choice to evaluate tonotopic organisation of the primary auditory cortex (PAC) (Logothetis et al., 2001; Rees and Palmer, 2010; Meyer and Moser, 2010 ; see review paper by Saenz and Langers, 2014) . Tonotopic organisation is preserved along the whole auditory pathway, starting at the basilar membrane (BM) in the inner ear. It has been indicated that for each frequency band (gr. tono) there is a place (gr. topos) on the basilar membrane in response to which this frequency band elicits the largest deflection of the membrane ( Van B ek esy, 1974) . Increasingly more neuroimaging and electrophysiological studies suggest that in the brain there is an area responsive to low-frequency sounds on the lateral surface of the Heschl gyri and two high-frequencyspecific regions in medial-anterior (polar pole) and medialposterior (temporal pole) directions on the superior temporal plane. Some authors describe this organisation as a linear high-low-high frequency gradient running along the Heschl gyrus (HG) (Seifritz et al., 2006; Woods et al., 2009; Hertz and Amedi, 2010; Barton et al., 2012) , with most papers referring to a V-shape of frequency representations with a low-frequency functional subregion joining two extended high-frequency areas (i.e. forming perpendicular progressions across the HG) (Humphries et al., 2010; Striem-Amit et al., 2011; Da Costa et al., 2013; Langers and vanDijk, 2011; Herdener et al., 2013; Moerel et al., 2012; Langers et al., 2012;  see review papers by: Saenz and Langers, 2014; Peelle, 2014; Moerel et al., 2014) .
The fMRI method has also been applied to investigate the effect of sound intensity on frequency map parameters. Extended active regions and/or higher amplitudes of BOLD signal change have consistently been shown with increased sound intensity. This effect has been explained in terms of spread of the excitation pattern in the cochlea and recruitment of wider neuropopulations along the auditory system (Woods et al., 2009; Hart et al., 2002; Sigalovsky and Melcher, 2006; Brechmann et al., 2002; Hammil and Price, 2008; Bilecen et al., 2002) .
Although vital, fMRI auditory studies are also challenging. A 3T MR scanner produces noise up to 100 dB SPL during gradient switching which can obviously reduce audibility and increase cognitive demand on the auditory task (Peelle, 2014) . To counteract the effects of noise, specifically designed sparse paradigms have been applied with experimental sound presentations delivered in relative silence between loud data acquisition periods (Edmister et al., 1999; Hall et al., 1999) . These kinds of approaches take advantage of the delay of the hemodynamic response in the brain and have been used in many recent studies of PAC tonotopic organisation in human (Burton et al., 2012; Herdener et al., 2013; Humphries et al., 2010; Langers, 2014) . Additional sources of noise during MR scanning, such as the air conditioning system, helium pumps and radio-frequency pulses which are present permanently and reach levels up to 65e80 dB SPL can be attenuated by 15e20 dB with special headphones (Ravicz et al., 2000) . All these factors make auditory fMRI studies require that experimental sounds are presented at levels as high as 50e90 dB SPL (Saenz and Langers, 2014) . Another reason is that fMRI lacks sufficient sensitivity to measure responses at the hearing threshold Formisano et al., 2003; Langers and vanDijk, 2011) .
With insights into the basic methods and challenges of auditory fMRI, study protocols have recently been applied to vulnerable populations, such as those with sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL), opening new opportunities to investigate brain organisation. Nevertheless, functional reorganisation has mainly been described in higher-order auditory regions and explained in terms of crossmodal plasticity, especially in the early deaf population (Bavelier et al., 2006; Lomber et al., 2010; Kral and Sharma, 2012; Rouger et al., 2012) . The reason for other modalities colonizing auditory structures would be de-coupling between primary and secondary auditory cortices due to deprivation of auditory input at early stages of development (Gilbert and Sigman, 2007; Gordon et al., 2011; Kral, 2013) .
Meanwhile there are certain peripheral pathophysiological consequences characteristic for sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) (Sę k and Skrodzka, 1999) . There are two components which define responses of the basilar membrane (BM). The passive component reflects mechanical features of the BM, whereas the active component is the enhancing effect of outer hair cells on BM movement (Glasberg and Moore, 2000) . SNHL can be partitioned into a loss due to dysfunction of outer hair cells (OHCs) and a loss due to dysfunction of inner hair cells (IHCs) . Typical for SNHL is diminished frequency selectivity due to the impeded active mechanism following damage to outer hair cells. Impaired cochlear mechanisms cause broadening of auditory filters estimated psychoacoustically (Badri et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2011a) . As a consequence, in SNHL the excitation spreads across large areas of the basilar membrane and engages numerous dendrites of the primary auditory neurons (Rees and Palmer, 2010) , possibly inducing larger cortical representations. For more severe hearing deficits (>50e60 dB HL) also the inner hair cells are damaged and then the amount of information transmitted to higher auditory structures is limited (McDermott et al., 1998; Langers et al., 2007; Moore, 1996 Moore, , 2003 Merchant and Nadol, 1993; Heinz and Young, 2004; Buss and Florentine, 2001; Joris, 2009; Langers et al., 2005) . In animal models a mechanical damage to the cochlea has been found to result in altered activation in the primary auditory cortex. Lower excitation thresholds of neurons for frequencies adjacent to the BM area with damaged outer and inner hair cells have been, as one possible explanation, suggested to cause expanded representations of the cut-off (lesion-edge) frequency in the brain (Engineer et al., 2011) . Some indications of similar effects and allegedly increased neuronal synchronisation (elevated N1 amplitudes) in people with high-frequency hearing losses for frequencies near the peripheral damage have been shown using magneto-and electroencephalography (McDermott et al., 1998; Thai-Van et al., 2010) .
To the authors' knowledge only one study by Langers et al. (2007) used fMRI to study the relationship between sound levels and brain responses in normal hearing individuals and in a population of patients with a sensorineural hearing loss. The authors showed an enhanced cortical hemodynamic response signal with increased intensity of sound in both studied groups (see also: Jaencke et al., 1998; Bilecen et al., 2002) . The effect, however, was significantly more profound in patients who had a hearing loss of 50e80 dB in these frequency ranges. Similar attempts have also been undertaken in (Skar _ zy nski et al., 2013) suggesting a relationship between the configuration of the audiometric curve in SNHL and the size of activation detected in the auditory cortex. A MEG study by Morita and colleagues provided converging findings showing more rapidly increasing amplitudes and decreasing latencies of N100m (Morita et al., 2003) in patients with inner-ear deficits, as a function of stimulus intensity, indicating the effect of an impaired active mechanism.
The current study applies the method of fMRI to observe the tonotopic organisation of the auditory cortex in both hearing individuals and patients with a sloping sensorineural hearing loss. The question arises whether peripheral effects typical for SNHL can be seen in rather crude fMRI images of the primary auditory cortex. A relatively large population of patients provides a unique material to study how PAC responses are affected depending on hearing loss severity in subsequent frequency ranges and onset of the deficit (McDermott et al., 1998) and this is first such work. In addition, each of the participants has been exposed to an auditory input at some point in their lifetime which could also shape the pattern of activation of the auditory cortex. We hypothesize that responses in the auditory cortex will reflect the condition of the passive and the active mechanism of the inner ear. We, furthermore, assume that the auditory cortex representation of low-frequency sounds in patients will be larger than in the hearing individuals, due to the possible effects of widening of auditory filters and/or overrepresentation of lesion edge-frequencies.
Material and method

Participants
Twenty-six patients (12 men) aged 38.1 ± 9 months (age range: 18.3e55.3 years) with symmetrical sloping sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL, between-ear difference for 0.25e8 kHz < 10 dB) participated in the study (see Table 1 for their clinical profile). Pure Tone Average (PTA) for 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz was 61 ± 21 dB HL for the right ear and 59 ± 20 dB HL for the left ear (Table 1, Fig. 1.) . The average hearing loss for central frequencies presented in the fMRI study interpolated from pure tone audiometry results was [mean (standard deviation)]: (a) 400 Hz CF -38 dB (22 dB), 5e80 dB; (b) 800 Hz CF e 49 dB (23 dB), 5e90 dB; (c) 1600 Hz CF e 74 dB (23 dB), 30e110 dB; (d) 3200 Hz CF e 93 dB (17 dB), 60e120 dB; (e) 6400 Hz CF e 102 dB (18 dB), 65e120 dB. Fifteen participants used one (N ¼ 10) or two (N ¼ 5) optimally fitted hearing aids. In 17 individuals the hearing loss was diagnosed after the age of 12 (postlingual), and in 9 before turning three (prelingual). Aetiology was unknown in all cases. All participants used spoken speech with some support from lip-reading.
The control group involved 32 adults (15 men) with normal hearing (NH, pure tone audiometry results in the range 0.25e8 kHz, see Fig. 1 .). They were aged 34.1 ± 7.9 (20.3e55.3 years) and were found via whisper marketing.
Fifty-five out of all 58 participants were below 50 years of age, in order to limit the risk of presbyacousis (Humes et al., 2012) . All participants were right-handed. Subjects with a history of neurological and/or psychiatric disorders, surgical interventions in the ear and/or MR-contraindications (pregnancy, claustrophobia, metal elements in the body) were excluded from the study. All participants signed an informed consent to participate in the study. There was no financial compensation provided. A sparse paradigm was used for fMRI data collection. All individuals (N ¼ 58) participated in three fMRI sessions. One fMRI session was 8:33 min in duration. In one session during the 10 s TR, the experimental sound was played for 8 s in background silence and the remaining 2 s was for image acquisition (see Fig. 2A for details). During each 8 s-period, bursts of tones were presented for 80 ms alternated with 20 ms of silence (10 ms rising and 10 ms falling time). This can be considered a 10 Hz modulation. Each 80 ms representing a given central frequency consisted of two or three tones played simultaneously. The two-tones involved sine tones equal to 0.9 and 1.11 of a central frequency (CF) selected from among 400 Hz, 800 Hz, 1600 Hz, 3200 Hz, and 6400 Hz. For example, for CF ¼ 400 Hz, a two-tone was 360 Hz and 444 Hz played simultaneously. The three-tone bursts comprised of 0.83 CF, 1 CF and 1.23 CF, with central frequencies chosen from the same set [see Humphries et al., 2010] . Central frequencies were presented in an order 2-tone, 3-tone, 3-tone, 2-tone and for each period of 8 s sounds represented one selected CF. That is, for 400Hz CF , five tones would be used in total: 332, 360, 400, 444, and 492 Hz. In one fMRI session each one of five CFs, as well as a period of silence were presented 8 times [8 Â 6 stimulation types x (8 s burst þ 2s silence) þ 33 s for instruction ¼ 8min33s]. A scheme of the study paradigm, as well as the sound spectra (for each frequency five peaks correspond to 0.83, 0.9, 1, 1.11, 1.23 CF), were depicted in Fig. 2 . In this study multiple sounds representing subsequent central frequencies were used with the aim to evoke larger neuronal responses in the auditory cortex, as compared to monotonous pure tones which cause rapid neuronal attenuation (Hertz and Amedi, 2010; Striem-Amit et al., 2011; Langers et al., 2003; Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; Wessinger et al., 2001 ). More spectro-temporally dense stimuli have also been found to have bandwidths that are level-invariant (Pienkowski and Eggermont, 2011) . The order of presentation of sounds was specified with the use of a genetic algorithm which optimizes the study paradigm according to the assumed statistical contrasts (OptimizeDesign, Tor Wager, URL: http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/tools). The sounds were produced digitally and saved as 16-bit files with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. The tones were presented binaurally via piezoelectric headphones (Resonance Technology Inc., Syrene), with the sound level adjusted to standard isophones (ISO226) for phon 80. The intensity was equalized to the intensity of 1 kHz using the B & K Real-time Frequency Analyzer Type 2143 and a B & K Artificial Ear type 4153. All normal hearing individuals found this level as loud enough and non-burdensome. The stability of sound in terms of intensity and harmonic distortions was regularly controlled with a calibration system.
In addition excitation patterns of BM in normal hearing individuals were estimated using a state-of-the-art algorithm described in a paper by Chen et al. (2011b) and parameters of the stimulation used in the current fMRI study. The equations and the outcomes were presented in Supplementary Materials.
The participants lay still in the scanner and passively listened to sounds, keeping their eyes open. A cross was presented via special MR-googles for visual fixation. Subjects were kept attentive by the experimenter who talked to them between fMRI sessions.
FMRI data was collected with a GE-EPI (single-shot gradient echo planar) sequence with parameters:
, pixel bandwidth ¼ 1447 Hz/pix., iPAT ¼ 2. In three fMRI sessions 144 brain volumes were collected; 24 vol for each complex tone and silence. Acquisition of one brain volume (28 slices) was 2 s in duration. The Field-Of-View was a slice of 6 cm thickness, 3 cm up and 3 cm down from an individually determined center point on the superior temporal gyrus.
FMRI data analysis
All fMRI data analyses were done in MATLAB and the Statistical Parametrical Mapping software (SPM 12, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK).
First, pre-processing was performed, including the following procedures: quality assurance to detect spikes and field distortions (no such artefacts were found); data check based on the temporal Signal to Noise Ratio (tSNR), i.e. the ratio between mean voxel intensity and the total intensity variability in subsequent brain volumes: the mean tSNR was comparable in patients (423, min. 147 -max. 850) and in the control group (414, min. 163 -max. 854) which justified between-group comparisons; slice-timing; re-alignment (3 translations and 3 rotations): mean motion in three fMRI sessions was 0.49 ± 0.32 mm in the control group and 0.52 ± 0.31 mm in the patient group; scrubbing: additional movement correction was applied to cases with motion between volumes exceeding 0.5 mm (7/95 sessions in the control group and 5/78 sessions in the patient group) (Power et al., 2012) ; co-registration of EPI images and the T1 MPR image; tissue segmentation of the T1 image; normalisation of the T1 MPR image to the MNI template; smoothing with a 4 mm FWHM kernel; global intensity normalisation; highpass filtering of 256 s (considering the order of presentation of acoustic stimuli of the same type).
Individual data were analysed using a General Linear Model (GLM) (1-st level analysis). Six models, for each of the five central frequencies and silence, were defined as a convolution of a boxcar function and the hemodynamic response function (HRF). There were no movement regressors implemented in the model.
The statistical contrasts applied to individual subject data were one-sample t-tests: 400 Hz CF vs silence, 800 Hz CF vs silence, 1600 Hz CF vs silence, 3200 Hz CF vs silence and 6400 Hz CF vs silence. The first-level outcome contrast images, con-files, were then implemented to the group (i.e. 2nd-level) analysis and the within-group results for each complex tone were calculated.
A more stringent statistical threshold of p < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons (FWE) was applied to within-group outcomes. A more lenient statistical threshold of p < 0.001 FDRc was applied to between-group results and outcomes of comparisons between frequency ranges and between groups. The more lenient statistical threshold was used to show any tendencies in the data. Fig. 2. A) The fMRI study paradigm. The single tone burst is shown in the first row. The second row depicts how two-tone and three-tone stimuli were designed (CF-central frequency). The third row is a depiction of the sparse data acquisition protocol which was applied in three fMRI runs. B) The spectra of sounds used in the fMRI study (each colour corresponds to a different frequency range) and the background noise. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) A joint total activation mask was produced for both groups together which included only voxels revealing a significant BOLD signal change at FWE (p < 0.05) for one or more of the presented complex tones for one or both groups (sum of mean group activation maps). The activation obtained for each tone was then calculated at a group-level relative to the total activation mask with regard to the spatial extent for both groups separately. The same has been done against a joint mask of primary auditory cortex regions, Te 1.0, Te 1.1 and Te 1.2 produced with the Image Calculation function implemented in SPM 12, using areas defined in the Juelich atlas [http://www.fzjuelich.de]: (probability map set at 0.05).
In the next step an omnibus F-test was applied to the joint data collected from both study groups at p < 0.05 (FWE).
Post-hoc t-tests were then used to compare the outcomes obtained for subsequent sounds (paired t-tests, p < 0.001 FDRc) as well as group outcomes were compared with one another (independent sample t-tests, p < 0.001 FDRc). Also, plots representing the cortical activation size with respect to a range of t-values from 4 to 14 (corresponding to a range of p-values), were designed separately for the normal hearing group and the hearing impaired group.
In an additional step individual sizes of activation were averaged and group results were plotted separately for normal hearing individuals and patients. The size of activation for each person and all contrasts between sounds and silence for both hemispheres was evaluated for t-values from 4 to 14, with 0.5 steps. This procedure provided outcomes independent from inter-subject differences in location of activation.
To evaluate the relative cortical representation of subsequent frequency bands, a winner-map approach was used similar to (Langers, 2014) . For the current study the frequency index f was calculated using Beta values (one Beta value for each central frequency for each voxel) obtained in the standard GLM analysis in SPM based on a following equation: The squared response magnitudes (b 2 k ) were weighted by the corresponding indices relative to 1.6 kHz. This f index can be regarded as the center of mass of the response power spectrum on a logarithmic frequency scale. As compared to (Langers, 2014 (Langers, , p. 1547 ) the reference central frequency was changed from 1 kHz to 1.6 kHz and the coefficients were set to reflect the distance in octaves from 1 kHz (0 on the scale) A center of gravity was used, instead of assigning one index directly to each frequency range, to obtain a less scattered gradient-like map of sound representations more alike the tonotopic organisation of the auditory cortex found in animal models.
To evaluate the effects of time in life of the hearing loss onset on cortical activation, 9 patients (40 years and 8 months ± 6 years and 9 months; 2 men) with a postlingual onset and shortest durations of the hearing loss (mean: 9 years 9 months ± 5 years) were selected from all participants. Their outcomes derived from the standard SPM analysis were compared with those obtained in 9 participants with prelingual hearing deficits (31 and 2 months ± 9 years and 9 months; 6 men). The selected subgroups were significantly different in age (t ¼ 2.39; p ¼ 0.03). Two-sample t-tests were applied comparing activations obtained in the two groups.
When needed, the AAL atlas was applied [http://www.gin.cnrs. fr/spip-php-article217?lang¼en] for anatomical localisation of active regions.
Results
Within-group results
3.1.1. Representations of complex tones in auditory cortex in NH and SNHL Fig. 3A and Table 2 show mean group activations for each complex tone relative to the total activation mask revealed for all complex tones, in terms of extent. In NH frequency-dependent responses were found in bilateral superior temporal planes for all used frequencies from 400 Hz CF to 6400 Hz CF . The areas of activation were relatively large and visually similar to one another the closer the assessed frequency ranges (e.g. 400 Hz CF and 800 Hz CF ). The presented slice of the brain corresponded to the superior surface of the Heschl gyrus. In patients cortical activation was present only for frequency ranges from 400 Hz to 1600 Hz CF . The common effect in both study groups was the diminishing size of the activation maps with increasing the central frequency of the sound. The representation of 400 Hz CF constituted 84% of the total map in SNHL, when averaged for both hemispheres, whereas in NH it was around 72%. For 800 Hz CF the representations were comparable in size in both study groups and covered around 60e70% of the total activation mask. For 1600 Hz CF the size of active cortical regions was visibly smaller in the patient group.
As shown in Fig. 3B parts of active regions in NH were located in the primary auditory cortex for all frequency ranges. In SNHL the same was observed for frequency ranges up to 1600 Hz CF . When one compares Fig. 3A and B it is visible that all complex tones induced responses beyond the primary auditory cortex in NH, with 400 and 800 Hz CF sounds having the same effect in SNHL.
Exactly the same analyses as in Fig. 3A and B were performed at a more lenient statistical threshold of p < 0.001 (FDRc). The size of cortical representation of the 400Hz CF sound in SNHL became even larger relative to the total activation mask (approx. 98%, compared to 88% in NH against the total activation mask). Fig. 3A and B do not show tonotopic organisation per se but the size and relative proportions of functional brain areas corresponding to subsequent frequency ranges in the normal hearing and the hearing impaired individuals.
3.1.2. Size of activation in auditory cortex as a function of the statistical threshold Fig. 4 shows plots derived from SPM data analysis (one-sample t-tests) and plots representing active region sizes using averaged individual data. Visual inspection provides the following observations, among others. The tone with CF ¼ 400 Hz produced larger active regions in SNHL than NH in both hemispheres. Size of activation for the 800Hz CF cortical representations were similar in both groups. For the 1600 Hz CF stimulation, the region sizes were smaller in patients, especially with the standard SPM approach and at lower statistical thresholds. In addition, for 1600 Hz CF , the curve representing the relationship between the t-value and the activation size sloped very rapidly at low t-thresholds until there was no activation detected in SNHL for the t-value corresponding to p ¼ 0.05 FWE. Furthermore, some activation was detected in the patient group for high-frequency stimulation (3200 Hz CF and 6400 Hz CF ) only when averaged activation sizes were looked at. This shows that there were few patients in the group who were able to hear the sounds. This effect was not present when the standard one-sample t-test was used as implemented in SPM, as only group overlapping areas are revealed here. Also in both approaches very similar areas were revealed for pairs of tones, i.e. 400 Hz CF and 800 Hz CF , 1600 Hz CF and 3200 Hz CF in NH. In SNHL, however, the representations of these Fig. 3 . A) Activation maps corresponding to subsequent sounds (in red), against the total activation mask (in green) designed jointly for the normal hearing and for the patient group; digits indicate the degree of SNHL and the percentage of the total activation mask covered by subsequent tones; p < 0.05 FWE. B) Activation maps corresponding to subsequent sounds (in red) relative to subregions, TE1.0, TE1.1 and TE1.2, of the Juelich anatomy mask (in green), obtained for the normal hearing and for the patient group; digits indicate the degree of SNHL and the percentage area of the Juelich mask covered by subsequent tones; p < 0.05 FWE. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) pairs of sounds were not overlapping in neither approach.
The winnermap approach
The winnermap analysis (Langers, 2014) showed that in the normal hearing group the tonotopic organisation of the auditory cortex follows a certain pattern, with high-frequency gradients forming a "V-shape" surrounding the low-frequency regions in bilateral superior temporal planes. At the same time, in the patient Fig. 4 . Plots representing the relationship between the size of activation in the auditory cortex and a number of t-values for both study groups; upper row -standard one-sample ttest (as implemented in SPM), lower row e averaged individual data alternative; gray line e results obtained at p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected).
group the map was found profoundly dominated by lowfrequency sound activations (Fig. 5.) . Individual outcomes of this procedure have been presented in Supplementary Materials (Fig. S4) . Excitation patterns of the BM calculated for normal hearing using equations quoted in Fig. S1 have been presented in Fig. S2 . It can be seen that filters corresponding to subsequent frequency ranges cover large parts of the BM and overlap with one another. Furthermore the width of the filter representing the 400Hz CF stimulation (low-frequency) is larger than the filter corresponding to the 6400Hz CF stimulation (high-frequency). It can be also seen that the effect of the active mechanism on the excitation pattern is far less pronounced for the 80 dB stimulation (high-intensity), as compared to the 50 dB stimulation (low-intensity). All these outcomes can become reflected in cortical auditory responses.
Between-group results
Outcomes on an omnibus F-test
It can be seen in Fig. 6 that statistically significant differences between groups in terms of variation are only present for highfrequency ranges. Subsequent t-tests showed that sounds 1600Hz CF , 3200Hz CF , and 6400Hz CF induced larger responses in NH, as compared to SNHL.
In the normal hearing group and the group of patients comparisons between responses to low, 400 Hz CF and 800 Hz CF , middle, i.e. 1600Hz CF , and high-frequency sounds, 3200 Hz CF and 6400 Hz CF , were furthermore performed. Contrasts, 400 Hz vs 3200 Hz, 400 Hz vs 6400 Hz, 800 Hz vs 3200 Hz, 800 Hz vs 6400 Hz proved statistically significant in both studied groups at a leniant threshold of p < 0.001 (FDRc). In NH representations of lower frequency ranges were larger in size, mostly within the primary auditory cortex which was due to the fact that some revealed auditory areas were common for all frequency ranges. In SNHL the differences between frequency ranges were larger and encompassed both the primary and the secondary auditory cortex. This was because in patients representations of high-frequency sounds were limited or missing (Morosan et al., 2001 ). The outcomes have been presented in Supplementary Materials (Fig. S3) .
Comparison between outcomes obtained in SNHL and HL
Results obtained in the NH and the SNHL groups were compared using two-sample t-tests for independent samples. A significant difference was found for the 400 Hz CF complex tone, with patients revealing larger responses in a cluster in the superior temporal pole (STP) e secondary auditory cortex -in the right hemisphere (thresholded at 84 voxels at p < 0.001 FDRc, peak activation in MNI space: 56 8 -4, maximum peak t-value ¼ 5.69) (Fig. 7.) . The same effect was seen in the left STP (64 voxels) but only at p < 0.001 (unc.) . No other statistically significant differences between groups were observed.
Effect of hearing deprivation onset
When subgroups of patients selected based on the onset of hearing deprivation were compared, statistically significant between-group differences were revealed for the 400Hz CF sound (Fig. 8.) . The prelingual group has been shown to demonstrate larger responses in the left superior temporal gyrus (thresholded at FDRc: 62 voxels, peak activation in MNI space: -44 -32 6, maximum peak t-value ¼ 6.04). In the right STL 94 voxels were found in SNHL but only at p < 0.001 unc.
Discussion
Main findings
The tonotopic organisation of the auditory cortex was observed using a sparse fMRI protocol in a group of normal hearing individuals and in patients with a sloping sensorineural hearing loss. The responses recorded in the auditory cortex were frequencyselective even though the presented sounds were relatively loud. It has been shown in animal and human models that frequencytuning is preserved for a range of intensities, in that the response is strongest in a given frequency range (Sadagopan and Wang, 2008; Moore, 2003; Formisano et al., 2003) . The V-arrangement of tonotopic maps in the auditory cortex of NH, as revealed in the current study with a winnermap approach, has been reported in the most recent fMRI literature, also when more precise methods of localisation of active brain regions are employed (Langers and vanDijk, 2011; Humphries et al., 2010; Hertz and Amedi, 2010 ; Fig. 5 . Winnermaps; upper row -in the normal-hearing group, lower row -in the SNHL group. Barton et al., 2012; Striem-Amit et al., 2011; Da Costa et al., 2011; Da Costa et al., 2013; Herdener et al., 2013; Moerel et al., 2012) . It can be assumed that the two arms of the "V" letter represent frequency information provided from two ears and that this arrangement is due to auditory pathways crossing at lower levels of the auditory system (Kaas and Hackett, 2000) .
The data obtained in the fMRI study were further analysed using two types of the statistical threshold. The more stringent approach employed a statistical threshold of p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected for multiple comparisons) to investigate within-and between-group outcomes. Between-group outcomes were also subsequently examined using a more lenient statistical threshold of p < 0.001 (FDRc corrected for multiple comparisons).
In NH the revealed active regions in the auditory cortex were relatively large, especially for low-frequency sounds and included both the primary and the secondary auditory cortex. This pattern of cortical activation can be explained in terms of the phenomena occurring in the inner ear, as the cochleotopic organisation of place of activation is retained all the way up to the auditory cortex. It is known that high-intensity sounds [here 80 dB(C)] induce a wider spread of excitation along the basilar membrane (BM), as compared to low-intensity sounds (Talavage et al., 2004) . According to wellestablished psychoacoustic models, the excitation pattern of a sound is a distribution of the internal excitation as a function of frequency or place on the BM, and is considered to be an output of an auditory filter with the characteristic center frequency of that sound Glasberg, 1983, 1987; Chen et al., 2011a) . The auditory filter shape represents frequency selectivity of the auditory system and corresponds to filtering occurring on the basilar membrane (Glasberg and Moore, 2000) . Filter shapes show leveldependence that qualitatively resembles the level-dependence of filtering on the BM. As the sound level increases, filters tend to become broader on their low-frequency side (Lutfi and Patterson, 1984; Patterson and Moore, 1986; Moore and Glasberg, 1987; Glasberg and Moore, 1990; Rosen et al., 1992 Rosen et al., , 1998 . Furthermore, the excitation pattern becomes increasingly asymmetrical with excitation spreading more to the high-frequency side. This is because the high-frequency side of the excitation pattern is determined by responses of the low-frequency side of auditory filters with CFs above the input signal frequency (Moore and Glasberg, 1983) . In addition, auditory filters tend to become sharper when the center frequency is increased (Glasberg and Moore, 2000) . In the current study the sound stimuli were presented at highintensity levels yielding cochlear excitation wider and spreading more to the high-frequency side, especially for the low-frequency sounds (see Fig. S2 in the current manuscript). Since the primary auditory cortex features faithful representations of the spread of excitation in the cochlea, we observed larger representations of low, as compared to high frequencies in the auditory cortex in the normal hearing group. Many fMRI studies of tonotopic organisation of PAC have shown larger and/or stronger activations for frequencies below 1e1.5 kHz, as compared to higher frequencies, using various acoustic stimuli, including pure tones (Langers and vanDijk, 2011; Seifritz et al., 2006; Da Costa et al., 2011; Da Costa et al., 2013) , complex tones (Woods et al., 2009; Humphries et al., 2010; Moerel et al., 2012) and narrowband noise (Barton et al., 2012) but did not explain the outcomes with respect to basic psychoacoustic phenomena. The estimated shape of excitation patterns which significantly overlap one another (Fig. S2a) , furthermore, explains similar cortical regions revealed for frequency ranges close to one another in normal hearing individuals, which effect has also been reported in other studies (Langers and vanDijk, 2011; Humphries et al., 2010; Moore, 2003) . In SNHL the state of outer hair cells and inner hair cells can be altered (Moore, 1995; McDermott et al., 1998) . Patients in the current study presented with various degrees of hearing loss for subsequent tested frequency bands. Since different peripheral phenomena are to be expected in deficits below and above 50e60 dB HL, in terms of the passive and the active component of transduction, (Merchant and Nadol, 1993; Heinz and Young, 2004) , it was decided that the revealed cortical responses in the patient group should be discussed separately and in more detail for three frequency ranges: 400Hz CF , 800Hz CF , 1600Hz CF. With both the stringent and the lenient statistical approach to the within-group outcomes, there was no cortical activation revealed for highfrequency sounds of 3200Hz CF and 6400Hz CF in SNHL due to severe or profound hearing losses in these frequency ranges (mean PTA 2000Hze800Hz ¼ 100 dB). For the complex tone with a central frequency of 1600 Hz CF the involved cortical regions were relatively small. Here patients demonstrated moderate or severe hearing losses, with 22/26 patients with hearing thresholds greater than 50 dB HL. The active cortical regions were smaller, as compared to the normal hearing group, due to the existing damage to inner hair cells and thus limited transmission of sound along the ascending pathways (Hammil and Price, 2008; Moore, 2003; Merchant and Nadol, 1993 . For; low-frequency complex tones, 400 Hz CF (all participants with HL < 60 dB) and 800 Hz CF (half participants with HL < 50 dB) the outcome active regions were found similar in size and location to those demonstrated in normal hearing (Saenz and Langers, 2014; Baumann et al., 2013; . In direct comparisons performed at the stringent statistical threshold of p < 0.05 (FWE) there were no statistically significant differences found between the SNHL and NH in the primary auditory cortex for 400Hz CF and 800Hz CF . Since the inner hair cells have not been damaged to a high extent for these frequency ranges, most of the information encoded at the periphery was transmitted upwards. As mentioned in a paper by Butler and Lomber (2013) , these are the genetic blueprints that play a significant role in the establishment of basic features of tonotopy before the development of hearing. Throughout lifetime the functional organisation of the brain can be only slightly refined by stimulation-induced activity. The differences found between the SNHL and the NH study groups [at the stringent statistical threshold of p < 0.05 (FWE)] were seen only due to lack of the transduction mechanism at high frequencies (3200 Hz CF and 6400Hz CF ) and compromised transduction at mid frequencies (1600Hz CF ) in SNHL.
With the more lenient approach to the statistical analysis (p < 0.001 FDRc) it was additionally shown that the activation in the auditory cortex in response to the stimulation with CF ¼ 400 Hz might be larger in patients than in the control group (betweengroup outcomes). The outcomes of the winnermap approach in SNHL in the current study can support this hypothesis, suggesting enlarged responsive fields when the 400Hz CF sound was presented. This effect can have several potential explanations. One is that maybe the active mechanism related to the outer hair cell function should not be fully neglected in the normal hearing individuals despite the high intensity of the stimulation (the effect of the active component might, however, not be spectacular; see Fig. S2b ). This could result in better frequency-selectivity and a more limited area of activation in the auditory cortex when compared to the patient group. As a result, the stimulation would induce larger responsive regions in the patient group encompassing regions outside the primary auditory cortex. Another and a more possible explanation could be the lesion-edge effect. In animal research reduced neural activity in a restricted frequency range due to peripheral damage has been found to rapidly lead to an enhancement of responses in central auditory structures to frequencies just outside of the reduced range, especially with lesions induced neonatally, and also if the damage is only partial (Syka, 2002; Irvine et al., 2000; Snyder and Sinex, 2002; Seki and Eggermont, 2002; Noreña and Eggermont, 2003; Pienkowski and Eggermont, 2011) . Studies in human provide similar findings in patients with SNHL (Dietrich et al., 2001; Thai-Van et al., 2010) . Pienkowski and Eggermont in their review paper report most visible edge-frequency effects in ski-sloping hearing losses for frequencies that fall within normal hearing ranges. If the lesion edge-frequency is defined as the point where the hearing loss drops less than 20 dB or the 20 dB HL point (Koenig et al., 2006) , all patients but 3 in the current study would have it assigned below and around the 400 Hz range (and the remaining 3 below 800 Hz). The mechanisms underlying such hearing loss configurations could produce enlarged representations of the 400 Hz CF sound in the cortex. Since complex tones have been applied in the current study (e.g. 400 Hz CF was in fact 332, 360, 400, 444, 492 Hz), edge frequencies of the audiometric curves of the participating patients have been roughly represented.
The outcomes of a direct comparison between patients with a prelingual onset of SNHL and those with a postlingual onset and relatively short durations of the hearing loss give further support to the edge-effect hypothesis. At a lenient threshold of p < 0.001 (FDRc) there were larger activations seen in the first group in the primary auditory cortex for tone 400 Hz CF . The hearing thresholds were at comparable levels in both selected patient subgroups. It can be that with a congenital onset of the deprivation in an immature auditory system at very early stages of development dendrites at the deprived BM region which is most responsive to highfrequency stimulation sprout towards the low-frequency regions or that silent or transient connections became involved (Wang et al., 2002; Pascual-Leone et al. 2005) . Even more profoundly than in the inner ear, corresponding processes might be happening at subcortical levels of the auditory system (Syka, 2002; Butler and Lomber, 2013) . As a result, in the early hearing deprived patients there is locally an increased number of neurons transmitting information to higher auditory structures which expands cortical representations of low-frequency sounds (Klinke et al., 1999; Kral et al., 2002) . As indicated in a review paper by Merabet and Pascual-Leone (2010) the brain is most receptive to change during an early period of post-natal life and the earlier the sensory loss, the more dramatic the neuroplastic effects are observed. It has been shown that in animals that are deaf from birth there are first changes to the tonotopic organisation of the cortex after direct electric stimulation via a cochlear implant (whereas in animals with acquired deficits the organisation is fully preserved) (Kral and Eggermont, 2007; Kral and Sharma, 2012; Guiraud et al., 2007) . In a number of studies in humans a different course of cortical development has been shown in prelingual and postlingual hearing losses (Bavelier et al., 2006; Merabet and Pascual-Leone, 2010; Chabot et al., 2015) . Studies in pediatric congenitally deaf recipients of cochlear implants consistently show largest benefits when the implantation is performed within the first 4 years of life. This time coincides with the sensitive periods of auditory development and peaks of synaptogenesis (Sharma et al., 2015; Hofer et al., 2009; Moeller et al., 2007; Skar _ zy nski et al., 2015) . The outcomes of the current study are in agreement with findings presented in a paper by Striem-Amit et al. (2016) who used an fMRI measure of functional connectivity (reflecting coherent functional brain networks which exist during resting state) to investigate the tonotopic organisation of the auditory cortex in congenitally deaf patients. In their study, as well as here, it was shown that the large-scale topographical organisation of the auditory cortex seems to develop regardless of any auditory experience. Experience might, nevertheless, provide a final refinement the tonotopic maps (cf. Dahmen and King, 2007) . As to neonatally deafened animals the existing findings are not fully consistent and both maintained and diminished tonotopic gradients in PAC have been described (Barone et al., 2003) .
On a final note, with a more lenient statistical threshold applied to the current data, a statistically significant difference was revealed between the SNHL and the NH groups in the temporal pole, which encompasses the secondary auditory cortex. Patients demonstrated larger active areas when listening to complex tones with the 400 Hz central frequency. Bilateral superior temporal poles have been indicated as location of supramodal processing, i.e. representation of all modalities, same as the angular gyrus and middle/inferior temporal gyri (Binder et al., 2000; Patterson et al., 2007; Tsapkini et al., 2011) . Their dorso-lateral aspects, as revealed here, have been found to play a role in auditory perception and recognition of information transmitted from the rostral parts of the superior temporal gyrus (Gilbert and Sigman, 2007; Muñoz-L opez et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016) . In auditory semantic tasks, patients with Wernicke's aphasia due to lesions in posterior temporal regions of the brain presented more extensive responses in anterior superior temporal regions (Robson et al., 2014) . In healthy individuals a similar activation pattern has been observed in demanding verbal and non-verbal semantic association decisions (Visser et al., 2012) . In the population of the hearing-impaired it can be suggested that an overactivation of semantic hubs irrelevant for the task is due to the potential deafferentiation within the language network. Studies by Lazard and colleagues have shown similar phenomena in patients with profound hearing loss -candidates for cochlear implantation -when listening to environmental sounds. The group suggested that some patients use functional semantic brain routes, including the right temporal pole, to compensate for phonological deficits during deafness. This re-allocation of neuronal resources for low-level passive processing might, however, cause deteriorated performance in challenging listening situations (Lazard et al., 2010; Gifford et al., 2013) . Also authors of PET studies in postlingual CI-users find the right temporal pole to be overactivated and suggest its role in an initial crude phoneme analysis of the speech signal (Mortensen et al., 2006; Wong et al., 1999) . In addition, the right hemisphere has been consistently shown to be most responsive to global (spectral) features of acoustic stimulation, as opposed to the left hemisphere specializing in processing fine temporal aspects of sounds (Hickok and Poeppel, 2000; Zatorre et al., 2002; Langers et al., 2007) . The complex tones used in the current study are probably mainly analysed in terms of their spectral properties.
In conclusion, the outcomes of the study show that the suggested fMRI paradigm can be employed to observe the tonotopic organisation of the primary auditory cortex in patients with a sloping sensorineural hearing loss. Our hypotheses have been confirmed, in that both in the normal hearing and the patient group patterns of activation in the auditory cortex mainly reflected peripheral phenomena in the inner ear, including the passive and the active mechanisms of the BM. Depending on the interplay of the latter, SNHL can induce both enlargement and reduction of the extent of responses in the topically organized auditory cortex. Furthermore, we posit that the tonotopic organisation in SNHL and may be further refined by experience. As a result cortical representations of frequency ranges that the patient has been exposed to can become overrepresented in the cortex (possibly due to the lesion-edge effect). FMRI is an objective measure of the end effect of processes occurring throughout the whole auditory system and has a wide range of applications. These also include examination of higher auditory functions whose effectiveness, as also shown here, seems crucial in adaptation to altered auditory input.
Methodological remarks
There are several methodological issues concerning the study that need further discussion. First of all, it has to be emphasized that the method of fMRI measures summed activation of cortical fields which is reflected in the signal recorded from blood vessels, rather than responses from single neurons. For that reason, relatively large active regions in the auditory cortex are to be expected. Nevertheless, the applied stimulation level of 80 dB(C) is unusually high for studies of the tonotopic organisation of auditory cortex, as compared to the threshold levels used in animal models (Merzenich and Brugge, 1973; Kaas and Hackett, 2000; Petkov et al., 2006; Da Costa et al., 2011) . Obviously, lower-intensity sounds are better suited to reveal tonotopy and excite more frequency-specific regions of the auditory cortex (Kaas and Hackett, 2000) . The necessity of using high levels of stimulation is, however, due to the intrinsic properties of the fMRI method. The percentage BOLD signal change in response to the experimental stimulation is small (several percent for 3T MR scanners), as compared to the global signal variance. In order to be able to obtain reliable levels of signal of interest, experimental stimulation has to be repeated and the outcome data averaged. The simultaneous averaging of the stochastic noise diminishes its contribution. If a relatively long sparse study procedure is applied in order to limit the background noise of the scanner, the only solution to obtain statistically significant group outcomes is to increase the intensity of stimulation. An alternative solution would be perform even longer studies, which would however be too burdensome for the participant. Therefore, all fMRI studies dedicated to the tonotopic organisation of auditory cortex in human have used sound levels between 60 and 90 dB (Guiraud et al., 2001; Talavage et al., 2004; Yetkin et al., 2004; Lauter et al., 1985; Wessinger et al., 1997; Schonwiesner et al., 2002; Barton et al., 2012; Johnsrude et al., 2000) . Despite the spatial spread of active regions, specific shifts of the activation maximum with frequency seem to be preserved at high intensity levels. Also the ability of human to discriminate frequency ranges even if the presented sounds are loud suggests that frequency selectivity is somewhat preserved (Moeller, 2000; pp 112) . In human all recent studies used relatively high stimulation levels and revealed tonotopic maps resembling those found in animal models (Humphries et al., 2010; Woods et al., 2009; Sadagopan and Wang, 2008; Moore, 2003; Formisano et al., 2003; Da Costa et al., 2011 , 2013 . Studies in animals show that when high-intensity sounds are presented (70e90 dB SPL), PAC neurons respond to a broader range of frequencies but the responses are still strongest at the preferred frequency (Recanzone, 2000; Versnel et al., 2002; Petkov et al., 2009; Tanji et al., 2010 ) Also in human Bitterman et al., (2008) used cortical-cell recordings in the human Heschl gyri to demonstrate sharp neuronal tuning to chords played at high suprathreshold levels.
The current study showed some inter-individual changeability in patterns of activation in the auditory cortex in NH, with, nevertheless, relatively consistent general organisation of the tonotopic gradients (Supplementary materials). Such variation has already been suggested in previous works (Langers and VanDijk, 2011; Langers et al., 2012; Humphries et al., 2010) . Interestingly, outcomes of recent studies in mice indicating common group patterns of tonotopic organisation, on the one hand, showed significant inter-subject differences at the level of single neurons (Rothschild et al., 2010) . In human the effect may also be due to the anatomical variability among participants but also factors, such as individual features of the cerebro-vascular system and head motion during study. These are particularly important in fMRI imaging but cannot be completely eliminated. In this study special care was taken to perform a very detailed analysis of individual motion parameters and remove artefacts as precisely as possible (see Methods). Other sources of outcome variation might be individual attention levels and the individually perceived loudness of stimulation. Both, increased attention and loudness have been found to result in enhanced auditory cortex activation (Woods et al., 2009; Paltoglou et al., 2009; Gilbert and Sigman, 2007) . These two aspects we will address in our future studies, with sound presentations delivered at a same sensation levels for all participants (SL), as opposed to SPL, and attention engaged in an external task unrelated to the experiment (such as e.g. in Langers and vanDijk, 2011) .
In the current work we recommend looking at regions derived from averaged activation sizes along the standard SPM approach. The one-sample t-test procedure provides measure of the size of the active cortical region but also location. In order to obtain a significant group effect most individually revealed regions have to overlap in terms of size and location. In addition, the standard step is application of a smoothing filter, in order to minimise the influence of inter-individual differences in cortical surface features. This questions whether the smoothed group region still corresponds to the genuine activation. The more so that the BOLD fMRI signal is a mean of the signal recorded in gray matter (signal of interest) and other types of tissue (signal of no interest). To limit this partial volume effect, a low FWHM filter has been applied here along a maximally small voxel size of 2 Â 2 Â 2mm. At the same time, the outcomes of averaging activation sizes obtained across individuals are dependent solely on the size of activation in the pre-determined mask of the auditory cortex. With this method we assume that due to the inter-individual anatomical differences, the overlap of activations will be relatively small. This way the relationship between the group size of activation and a variety of levels of statistical significance can be assessed from a different perspective. As an example, it can be seen in Fig. 4 that when the effect of localisation is absent, both pairs of sounds, 400Hz CF and 800Hz CF , as well as 1600Hz CF and 3200 Hz CF , have very close representations in in the cortex (cf. Fig. S2a ). This effect is not seen in SNHL, probably due to loss of IHC for the 800Hz CF frequency range. Still, however, both approaches provide converging findings and indicate high sensitivity of the fMRI method in distinguishing study groups.
The winnermap approach has been applied in most recent fMRI studies of the tonotopic organisation of the auditory cortex (eg. Langers and vanDijk, 2011; Humphries et al., 2010; Striem-Amit et al., 2011; Da Costa et al., 2013) . We also believe that using it is justified, although one has to consider the numerous a priori assumptions that are made. These include the threshold at which the resultant activations are deemed significant, along the specific parameters of the algorithm, such as whether weighting adjacent voxels is applied and whether squared or linear dependencies between subsequent frequencies are calculated. The approach is, moreover, biased towards frequencies inducing responses with higher t-values.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that the processing of acoustic information in SNHL is always an interplay between factors, such as hearing loss severity, the structural and functional state of peripheral auditory pathways, as well as the auditory experience specific for an individual. In normal hearing individuals the latter factors also play a role. Therefore, the conclusions of the presented group-studies do not necessary have to apply to every single participant, especially that some results can only be considered statistical tendencies. Due to some non-homogeneity in auditory profiles among patients scepticism is required in drawing conclusions on the effect of hearing severity and the time of the onset of the deprivation per se on functional cortical maps. Further investigation is crucial, involving homogenous groups of SNHL patients with closer PTA outcomes.
As to the methods of data analysis used in the current study, the outcomes could be further refined using more precise localisation of cortical activations with respect to the individually determined anatomical landmarks and models of cortical surface (Yetkin et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2000; Hertz and Amedi, 2010) , especially with a strong-field 7 T MR machine available. Since this work is still in progress, we have refrained from fundamental statements as to the exact loci of the recorded brain responses in neither group and this was not the aim of the study.
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